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The party is over – Cleantech is officially „out“ 
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The investments in early-stage (pre-revenue)  
European Resource Efficiency has gone down significantly 

Source: The Cleantech Group 
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The amount of dry power available to  
Cleantech VC’s in Europe has shrunk significantly 
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The population of companies looking for  
this funding has increased significantly 

Source: Cleantech Group 
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È 
This creates an unprecedented funding crunch 

§  Every VC with some sense for survival is running for the 
hills (a.k.a. Internet) 

§  Focusing the reserves they have left on their existing 
portfolio 

 

          

 
 

ü  There simply is no money available for early stage 
cleantech 
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So do we blame the markets? A comparison 

Early Stage Internet Investing: 

§  Small amount of cash (€1-2M) 
sufficient to get early proof 
point 

§  12-24 months sufficient to know 
if its a winner or not 

§  Follow-on capital available at 
healthy up-rounds 

§  Vibrant exit markets 
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So do we blame the markets? A comparison 

Early Stage Cleantech Investing: 

§  Large amount of cash (€50M is 
no exception) to get proof 
point 

§  5-7 years of product 
development 

§  Follow-on capital not available 
(and for the lucky few at 
healthy down-rounds) 

§  Limited and slow exit markets 
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So what? 

§  Limit the amount of funding required until proof point 

§  Bring down the time to proof point 

§  Tap into other sources of capital 

§  Think where you will exit and build relations early-on 
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§  Building a plant? Don’t even think about it 
- However, be thoughtful about IP 

§  Optimize for capital to success, not time to success 

Limit he amount of money required to proof point 

Revolutionary ORC waste heat recovery 
§  Boot-strapped at TU Munich 
§  Assembly of standard components only 
§  Got strategic partner on board for roll-

out 
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§  What is the first product you can technically get 
out? 

§  What is the first product the market will accept? 
§  Can you get a customer to buy into your roadmap? 

Bring down the time to proof point 

Nanowire LED technology 
§  Boot-strapped at Lund University 
§  Outsourced Manufacturing 
§  Ultimately General Lighting, initially display 
§  Benefiting from the Amoled push 
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§  Soft money 
§  Customer money 
§  Channel partner money (strategic investment?) 

Tap into other sources of capital 

Flow-cell based grid level energy storage 
§  Boot-strapped at TAU 
§  Assembly of standard components only 
§  Got strategic partner on board for roll-out 
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§  Do you have a natural buyer? (you should; ideally multiple…) 
§  How used are they to acquire companies? 
§  Do they pay up? 
§  Are they fast? – start interacting on time 

Think where you will exit and build relations early-on 

RF MEMs for cell phone antenna tuning 
§  Boot-strapped in Cambridge 
§  Outsourced production 
§  Strategics involved as partners and investors 
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CETERUM CENSEO  
The 4-genome DNA of a Hypergrowth Start-up 

§  Have the right Clock-frequency (days, not months) 
 
§  At any given point in time, have the dream-team on all  
   key positions in the company (and keep challenging and 
   changing this) 

§   Have a long-term (3-4Y) Strategy, broken down into 
   manageable (executable) short-term (1-2Q) targets 
 
§   Have a „Bang for the Buck“ culture; money is a finite  
    resource, and the moving variable is in where it is spent 
 


